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Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) which combines the benefits of layer 2 switching with layer 
3 routing and switching has helped us to construct a technology which combines the features of 
various VPN models. Thus a new Technology called MPLS VPN was developed which results in 
simplified routing security and isolation among customers. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows, in section 2 and 3, an introduction to the MPLS 
Based VPNs is made and the various principle technologies that possibly build them are seen. In 
section 4, a survey of the various existing QoS features of MPLS Based VPNs is made. In section 5, 
an analytical approach to WFQ is made and how it is emulated from the GPS Model is seen. The 
WF2Q model is also discussed. In section 6, the QoS enhancement achieved when WF2Q 
scheduling model is used is seen. Section 7, compares the WFQ and WF2Q model graphically. 
Finally a summary of various QoS features has been made and QoS enhancements obtained using 
the WF2Q model is discussed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In MPLS Based VPNs a VPN generally consist of a set of sites that are interconnected by 
means of MPLS provider core [3]. A given set of systems can be in one or more VPNs and 
a VPN can consist of sites or systems that are all from the same enterprise (intranet) or 
from a different enterprise (extranet). It may consist of sites that all attach to the same 
service provider backbone or to different service provider backbone [1-2]. 
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Site 2
VPN A

Site 1

Site 2
VPN C

VPN B

 

Fig. 1: VPN Sharing Sites 

2. MPLS BASED VPNS 

MPLS based VPNs are created in layer 3 and are based on the peer model which makes 
them more scalable and easier to build and manage than conventional VPNs [2]. In addition 
value added services such as application and data hosting, network commerce and 
telephony services can be easily targeted and deployed to a particular MPLS VPN. This is 
because the service provider backbone recognizes each MPLS VPN as a secure 
connectionless IP network. The MPLS VPN model is a true peer VPN model that enforces 
traffic separation by assigning unique VPN Route Forwarding Tables (VRFs) to each 
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customer’s VPN. Thus users in a specific VPN cannot see traffic outside their VPN. Traffic 
separation occurs without tunneling or encryption because it is built directly into the 
network .The service provider’s backbone is compromised of the Provider Edge (PE) and 
its provider routers. MPLS VPN provides the ability that the routing information about a 
particular VPN is present only in those PE routers that attach to that VPN [4]. 

3. PRINCIPAL TECHNOLOGIES 

There are four principal technologies that make it possible to build MPLS based VPNs 

- Multiprotocol Border Gateway Protocol (MP-BGP) between PEs carries Customer Edge 
(CE) routing information 

- Route filtering on the VPN route target extended MP-BGP community attribute 

- MPLS forwarding carries packets between PEs across the service provider backbone  

- Each PE has multiple VPN routing and forwarding instances (VRFs) 

4. QOS IN MPLS BASED VPN 

QoS enable the service provider to offer differentiated IP based service levels and tiered 
pricing. QoS refers to the ability of the network to provide better Service to the selected 
network traffic [3]. In particular QoS features provide better and more predictable Network 
service by  

- Supporting dedicated bandwidth 

- Improving loss characteristics  

- Avoiding and managing network congestion 

- Setup traffic priorities across the network 

There are several layer 3 QoS features that are particularly applicable to VPN provisions 
and management. MPLS enabled networks make use of the following features to build end 
to end QoS architecture. 

Broadband
Access
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Direct VPN
Access
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MPLS VPN A
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Fig .2 MPLS VPN Service network 

4.1 IP Precedence 

IP Precedence utilizes the three precedence bits in Internet Protocol Version 4 (Ipv4) 
header Type-of-Service (ToS) field to specify class of service for each packet as shown 
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below. The traffic can be partitioned into 6 classes of service using IP Precedence and 
queuing technologies thought the network can use this signal to provide the appropriate 
expedited handling.  

Ipv4 packet

Data

ToS byte

3 bits

IP precedence bits  

Fig.3: IP Precedence bits in Ipv4 Packets 

4.2 Committed Access Rate (CAR) 

CAR is a traffic policing tool for instituting a QoS policy at the edge of a network. CAR 
allows to identify packets of interest for classification with or without rate limiting. CAR 
also allows defining a traffic contract in routed networks and it can classify and police 
traffic on an incoming interface and set policies for handling traffic that exceeds certain 
bandwidth allocation. CAR can be used to set IP precedence based on extended access list 
classification which allows considerable flexibility for precedence assignment including 
allocation by application port, source address destination address so on . CAR also 
classifies traffic based on flexible rules including IP precedence, IP access list, incoming 
interface or Media Access Control (MAC) address. It limits the rate of the defined ingress 
thresholds to help allay congestion through the core. MPLS VPN solution uses CAR on the 
ingress or egress PE interfaces to perform two main tasks 

- Classify traffic into a maximum of four classes of service. 

- Rate limits traffic to a specified bandwidth. 

Table 1: Mapping IP Precedence to class of service 

IP Precedence Contract Status Class of service 

111 In-Contract Class 1 

110 In-Contract Class 2 

101 In-Contract Class 3 

100 In-Contract Class 4 

011 Out of Contract Class 1 

010 Out of Contract Class 2 

001 Out of Contract Class 3 

000 Out of Contract Class 4 
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The PE can rate limit traffic to the subscribed bandwidth and mark the traffic that is within 
the specified bandwidth as in-contract and mark traffic above the specified bandwidth as 
out-of-contract. Marking a packet in-contract or out-of-contract is done by setting the first 
bit of precedence bits in the IP header. The appropriate class is indicated by the remaining 
two precedence bits .Traffic that exceeds any class is marked out of contract and this traffic 
can be dropped or mapped to a lower class of service. 

In table 1 the mapping of the IP Precedence to class of service is made and what the 3 
precedence bits in the IPV4 packet has to say about the class of service and the contract 
status. 

4.3 Generic Traffic Shaping (GTS) 

GTS shapes traffic by reducing outbound traffic flow to avoid congestion .It does this by 
constraining traffic to a particular bit rate using a token bucket mechanism. GTS applies on 
a per interface basis and can use access lists to select the traffic to shape. GTS can also be 
provided to a specific access list on an interface. GTS smoothes out bandwidth peaks by 
class of service. GTS shapes by looking at bandwidth for example 40 kbps for gold or best 
effort service and uses a buffering technique for handling excess or out -of-contract traffic. 
GTS is useful as a tool to protect the link between the PE and CE by limiting bursty traffic 
that exits the CE. 

GTS can take place on the CE’s egress sub-interface for traffic shaping and on the PE’s 
ingress sub-interface for congestion management. MPLS VPN solution has an option to 
apply traffic shaping to either in-contract and out-of-contract packets leaving the CE 
interface or out-of-contract traffic flow exiting the CE Interface. GTS is provisioned so that 
traffic does not exceed a specified bandwidth. GTS performs burst traffic control for the 
PE-CE link. 

The Fig 4 shows GTS applied to CE’s egress interface site 1 and CAR applied to the PE’s 
interface, as well as the Class of Service (CoS) options available on the PE’s ingress 
interface. 

Red site 1

GTS CAR

WRED

GTS

CAR

WFQ

PE

Egress
options

3 bits

IP precedence bits  

Fig .4 COS Options on the PE and CE 

4.4 Weighted Random Early Detection (WRED) 

WRED in short is a congestion avoidance technique which monitors network traffic load in 
an effort to anticipate and avoid congestion at common network bottlenecks as opposed to 
congestion management technique that operate to control congestion once it occurs. WRED 
leverages the flow monitoring capability of the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and 
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monitors traffic load at points in the network and discards packets if the congestion begins 
to increase. This results in source detecting the dropped traffic and slowing down its 
transmission. WRED interacts with other QoS mechanisms to identify class of service in 
packet flows. It selectively drops packets from low priority flow first ensuring that high 
priority traffic gets through. 

4.5 Weighted Fairness Queuing (WFQ) 

WFQ is a flow based queuing algorithm which provides consistent response time to heavy 
and light network users alike without adding excessive bandwidth. WFQ does two things 
simultaneously. It schedules interactive traffic to the front of the queue to reduce response 
time and it fairly shares the remaining bandwidth among lower priority flows. WRED 
which was discussed is supported on the same interface as WFQ. We should run both of 
these queuing algorithms on every interface where congestion is likely to occur. WRED is 
applied by IP Precedence and WFQ by service class. WFQ employs a differential 
scheduling policy that results in packets of different classes getting different amounts of 
link bandwidth during outbound congestion. WFQ is the differentially oriented counterpart 
to a First-in First-out (FIFO) scheduling policy. WFQ ensures that queues are not starved 
for bandwidth and that traffic achieves predictable service so that mission critical traffic 
receives highest priority to ensure guaranteed delivery and latency [3]. WFQ is IP 
Precedence aware that it is able to detect higher priority packets marked with precedence by 
the IP forwarder and schedule them faster providing superior response time for this traffic. 
The IP precedence field has values between 0 default and 7. As the precedence value 
increases the algorithm allocates more bandwidth to that conversation to make sure that it 
gets served more quickly when congestion occurs. 

5. ANALYTICAL APPROACH TO WFQ 

5.1 The GPS Model 

To analyze WFQ we first need to study a fluid scheduling policy called Generalized 
Processor Sharing (GPS) by fluid scheduling it means at any given time multiple packets 
can be serviced simultaneously. The term generalized in GPS means the server applies 1\ 
n(t) of its service effort to each n(t) customers at time t. WFQ is simply the packetized 
version of GPS and has also been called Packet GPS (PGPS) [1]. 

A GPS Server serving N sessions each with its own queue and weights φ1, φ2............. φN 
The figure above shows a GPS Server serving N servers which is characterized by N 
positive real numbers φ1,φ2....... φN (weights) the server operates at a fixed rate C and time 
conserving meaning it’s never idle.  

Let Wi (t1, t2) be the amount of traffic at session i that is served in the interval (t1, t2) then a 
GPS server is defined as One for which the following relation equating traffic and weights 
is obtained 

1 2
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where 1,2, 3,..,  J N=  and holds for any session i that has backlogged throughput in the 
interval (t1,t2) by backlogged we mean the sessions traffic is waiting to get serviced. From 
the above definition of GPS Server let BGPS (τ) be the set of backlogged sessions at time τ. 
Which remains unchanged during any time interval (t1,t2) and the server rate of session i 
during the interval will be exactly?  
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Where C= link speed since BGPS (t1) is a subset of all the sessions at the server. it is easy 
to see that *
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Therefore session i is guaranteed with a minimum service rate of Ci during any interval 
when its backlogged and when the interval goes to 0 we get the instantaneous service rate 
of session, Ci*(τ). Notice that GPS is an idealized server that does not transmit packets as 
entities. It assumes that traffic is infinitely divisible and the server can serve all the 
backlogged sessions simultaneously. In a more realistic packet system like MPLS based 
VPNs, only one session can receive service at a time and an entire packet must be served 
before another packet can be served. GPS can be emulated in packet system and the most 
popular one is WFQ also known as Packet Generalized Processor Sharing (PGPS).  

Flow 1
1

Flow 2
2

Flow 3
3

Flow N
N

 

Fig .5: GPS Server Serving N Sessions each with its own Queue and Weightsφ1 φ2….φN 

5.2 WFQ Model 

Let LPGPS be the time at time which Packet P will leave (finish service) under a GPS. A 
good approximation of GPS would be a scheme that serves packet in the increasing order of 
LPGPS. However this is not possible because when the packet system is ready to choose the 
next packet to transmit, the next packet to leave under GPS may not have arrived at the 
packet system .Yet waiting for it requires the knowledge of future and also causes the 
system to be non conserving. In WFQ when the server is ready to transmit the next packet 
at time τ it picks the first packet that would complete service in the corresponding GPS 
were to  
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arrive after time τ. In [9] parekh establishes the following relations between GPS system 
and its corresponding packet WFQ system 

LiK WFQ - LiK GPS ≤ Lmax / C " , i, K                  (1)  

WiGPS (0, τ) – WiWFQ (0, τ) ≤ Lmax " i, τ                (2) 

Where LiK WFQ and LiK GPS are the times at which the Kth packet on session i leaves 
under WFQ and GPS respectively. WiWFQ (0, τ) and WiGPS (0, τ) are the total amounts 
of service received by session i ie the number of session i bits transmitted by time τ under 
WFQ and GPS respectively and Lmax is the maximum packet length. Though the above 
results 1, 2 are usually misinterpreted that WFQ and GPS provide identical service except 
for the difference of 1 packet it has been proved in [9] that WFQ cannot fall behind GPS 
with respect to service given to a session by one max size packet .However packets can 
leave much earlier in a WFQ system than in a GPS system meaning WFQ can be far ahead 
of GPS in terms of number of bits served for a session. The Fig. 6 below shows 11 sessions 
sharing the same link where the horizontal axis represents the time line and the vertical axis 
represents the sample path for each session. We also assume all packets have same size and 
link speed of 1 and guaranteed rate for session 1 is 0.5 and 0.05 for others 
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P
1
11

10  

Fig .6: Packet Arrivals 

5.3 WFQ and GPS Service Order 

In the above example session 1 sends 11 back to back packets starting at time 0 while each 
of other 10 sessions sends only one packet at time 0. If the server is GPS it will take 2 time 
units to service a session 1 packet and 20 time units to service a packet from another 
session Fig 6. Whereas if the session is a WFQ at time 0 all the 11 sessions have packets 
backlogged since packet P1

1 finishes at time 2 while all other P1
i (i=1,2..n) Packets finish at 

time 20 in the GPS system. WFQ will service P1
1 first in fact the first 10 Packets on session 

1 all have finishing times Smaller than packets belonging to any other session. Which 
means the 10 packets on session 1 will be serviced back to back before the packets on other 
sessions can be transmitted as shown in Fig 7. After the burst the next packet on session 1. 
P11 will have larger finishing time in the GPS system than the 10 packets at the head of 
other sessions queues therefore it will not be serviced until all the other 10 packets are 
transmitted at which time another 10 packets from session 1 will be serviced back to back 
.This cycle of bursting 10 packets and going silent for 10 packet times can continue 
indefinitely with more sessions the length of period between bursting and silence can be 
larger .Such an oscillation is undesirable for feedback based congestion control algorithms 
used in communication networks and may cause queues to starve for bandwidth and result 
in unpredictable service rate to mission critical traffic in a MPLS based VPN environment. 
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Fig .7: GPS Service Order 
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Fig .8. WFQ Service order 

So a data source has to send data at such a rate which doesn’t cause congestion. Hence a 
source has to detect the amount of bandwidth available to itself and match its sending rate 
to the available bandwidth .A large amount of research work [5, 6, 7, 8] has been carried to 
estimate the bandwidth for a given state in a dynamic network environment but has always 
resulted in some measurement errors hence the discrepancy between the services provided 
by packet discipline system and the fluid discipline system still persists. To quantify the 
discrepancy let’s consider the notion of Worst Case Packet Fair as said in [9].  

The primary idea is to design a packet system that emulates a fluid GPS system as closely 
as possible. In fact in a GPS System every backlogged session has exactly one packet being 
serviced and the instantaneous service rate for the packets on any backlogged session i is  

( )tÎ F

F

å j B j

i
c   

Where B(τ) is the set of backlogged sessions at time τ while the service time of a packet 
with L bits in a packet system is L/C, it can be much longer in the GPS system depending 
on the guaranteed fraction of bandwidth for the session and the number of backlogged 
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sessions during its service period. Therefore even though a packet may start service later in 
a packet system than in the GPS system it may still finish earlier in the Packet system than 
in the GPS system .If a second packet from the session starts service in the packet system 
before the first packet finishes service in the GPS system, we run into a situation where the 
second packet starts earlier in the packet system than the GPS system when this situation 
continues the difference between the fluid system and packet system can go quite large 
since in the long run the service received by a session will be the same under both the GPS 
system and the packet system . 

When the packet system receives more service then the GPS system during one time period 
and it will receive less service in some future period .When the discrepancy between the 
packet system and the GPS system becomes larger the packet system may run into a 
situation where it alternates between 2 states. In one state the session receives much more 
service than in GPS system and in the other state the session receives much less service 
than in GPS system. This is the root of the problem illustrated in Fig .8  

S1
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S5
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S8

S9

S10

S11

0 2010  

Fig .9 WF2Q Service Order 

5.4 WF2Q 

In the Previous session it could be seen that the services provided by the GPS and WFQ can 
be quite different .In this session we define a new and a better packet approximation policy 
of GPS called Worst Case Fair Weighted Fair Queuing (WF2Q) Which quantifies the 
discrepancy between a Packet system and the Fluid GPS system. A service discipline is 
called worst case fair if it’s worst case fair for all sessions. Recall that in a WFQ system 
when the server chooses the next packet for transmission at time τ it selects among all the 
packets that are backlogged at τ the first packet that would complete service in the 
corresponding GPS system. In a WF2Q system when the next packet is chosen for service at 
time τ rather than selecting it from among all packets at the servers as in WFQ, the server 
only considers The set of packets that have started and possibly finished receiving service 
in the corresponding GPS system at time τ and selects the packet among them that would 
complete service first in the corresponding GPS system. Now consider the case shown in 
Fig 6 but with the WF2Q policy at time 0 all the packets at the head of each session’s queue 
P1i i=1,2,3,.....,11 have started service in the GPS system among them P11 has the smallest 
finish time in GPS so it will be served first in the WF2Q system. At time 1 there are still 11 
packets at the head of the queues P2 1 and P1 i ,i=2,.., 11. Although P21 has the smallest 
service time it will not start service in the GPS system until time 2 therefore it won’t be 
eligible for transmission at time 1. The other 10 packets have all started service at time 0 at 
the GPS system, thus are eligible. Since they all finish at the same time in the GPS system 
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,the tie breaking rule of giving the highest priority to the session with the smallest number 
will yield P21 as the next packet for service[1] .In contrast in the WFQ rather than selecting 
the next packet from amongst the 10 packets that have started service in the GPS system it 
would pick the packet among all 11 packets which will result in P21 at time 3 P21 becomes 
eligible and has the smallest finish time among all the backlogged packets ,thus it will start 
service next. The rest of the sample path for the WF2Q is shown in Fig .9. 

Therefore even in the case when session 1 is ending back to back packets its output from 
the WF2Q system is rather smooth as opposed to the busty output under a WFQ system for 
sources that measure available link bandwidth in a feedback based flow control 
environment more accurate estimates can be obtained in a shorter period of time in a WF2Q 
as opposed to WFQ. 

6. ENHANCEMENTS IN QOS 

In Section 4, how WRED and WFQ avoid congestion and provide consistent response time 
to heavy and light network users was seen and it was found that WRED is supported on the 
same interface as WFQ and both of these queuing algorithms run on every interface where 
congestion is likely to occur. The WFQ scheduling algorithm when implemented results in 
reduced QoS this is because of the undesired oscillations present due to frequent bursting of 
packets over a period of time and going silent over another period. This makes the source to 
take a longer period of time to estimate the available link bandwidth resulting in 
congestion. So a better packet approximation policy namely WF2Q was adopted in section 
5 and saw how the sources that measure the available link bandwidth in a feedback based 
flow control environment could obtain accurate estimates in short period of time. Thus 
avoiding congestion and producing Enhanced QoS in an MPLS based VPNs. In the next 
session we graphically analyze WFQ and WF2Q and comment on the triangular region 
formed between the 2 graphs. 
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Fig.10. WFQ and WF2Q comparison 
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7. SIMULATION ANALYSIS 

The graph below has been plotted taking No of bandwidth estimated sessions on the X axis 
which means the session for which the source could accurately estimate the available 
Bandwidth in a shorter period of time. Versus time on the y axis. We obtain 2 graphs One 
for WFQ and another for WF2Q the region formed between the 2 graphs is an Triangle 
whose area is directly proportional to the discrepancy between the WFQ and the GPS 
model as the area reduces WFQ approaches to WF2Q and hence the busty output of WFQ 
becomes smooth resulting in reduced oscillations and enhanced Quality of Service in 
MPLS Based VPNs 

8. SUMMARY 

In this paper, the QoS features involved in the MPLS based VPNs are surveyed and an 
analytical approach to WFQ a QoS feature in MPLS based VPNs was made and how it’s 
emulated from the GPS model. An analysis of the way packets are serviced for various 
sessions in the GPS and the WFQ model was made. It was found that the presence of 
oscillations in the WFQ model makes it undesirable for feedback based congestion control 
algorithms used in data communication networks and may cause queues to starve for 
bandwidth and unpredictable service rate to mission critical traffic in MPLS based 
VPNs.This is very undesirable so a new and a better packet approximation policy called 
WF2Q was seen and how it quantifies the discrepancy between the Fluid GPS system and 
the Packet system was analyzed. How WF2Q produces smooth output as opposed to bursty 
output of WFQ was also seen. Finally a graphical analysis was made and the area of the 
triangle formed in the graph was commented and its direct relation to QoS was analyzed 
and conclude by saying WF2Q produces enhanced QoS in MPLS based VPNs 
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